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   We continue to serve people in our area and around the country in one-on-one biblical financial 
coaching. Now more than ever people need to get their house in order as a means to not only relieve 
stress but to glorify God in all things done. 

   This month we highlight a couple we have been working with for several months now. Below are 
JT, Amy and their 3 children (see below) right here in Ohio. They have been a joy to work with 
and they want to share a glimpse of their story below. Enjoy!

Blessings in Christ,
Carey & Andrea

     "Life before we were led to Carey was stressful. There was 
always the desire to get out of debt but there was also the fear 
that it might never happen. We knew we were doing things 
counterproductive to our desire, like using credit cards, but we 
didn't see any other way. 
 
    Working with Carey has been tremendous for us. He is 
always there to listen and offer perspective but never to judge. 

He has been accountability for us and a neutral third party that we can talk through decisions with. Early 
on he encouraged us to take the step of faith & stop using our credit cards, to trust God that He would 
provide. The way in which Carey described that trust was so empowering to our faith. To fully turn it 
over to God & trust Him was freeing.
 
     While we aren't void of stress, there is a peace about our finances now. We continue to meet with 
Carey and talk with him about our budget. We have not used a credit card since January & to see those 
debt numbers going down each month knowing nothing new is being added to them is such an amazing 
feeling. It's a day by day process & it won't be accomplished overnight. With Carey's help & guidance, 
we are now on such a better path. He has been a tremendous blessing to us.”

     We appreciate you praying and giving to what God has called us to in order to serve others like 
JT & Amy. It means so much and is such a tremendous help. 
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